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Abstract—In this paper we present an approach to dynamic
model-based feature prediction and feature planning for our
laser scanner-based navigation system. The system enables autonomous precise maneuvering of vehicles relative to target
objects based on 2D laser range data. An adaptive tracking
algorithm uses predicted features to localize the target. Jump
edges, line segments, line intersections and free space areas
are considered. Feature prediction is based on an attributed
polygonal 3D object model representing object surfaces, masking
volumes and free space volumes. The model is intersected by
a virtual scan plane to dynamically determine all detectable
features for the current sensor pose. In order to further increase
range, robustness and precision of navigation, feature planning is
performed prior to or dynamically during the vehicle’s approach
towards the target. A rating function allows to compare feature
sets with regard to visibility and quality. This enables active
localization, i.e. controlling and optimizing the pose of an actuated sensor, which is especially useful for long range approaches
and compensation of ground unevenness. The system has been
evaluated and in part it has already been tested successfully with
a Mercedes-Benz truck on an outdoor test yard under varying
environmental conditions.

acquire range data within one or multiple scan planes. Object
features are extracted from each individual scan. The alignment of the scan plane of a fix-mounted sensor is usually not
stationary. It depends on the mounting place of the sensor
as well as on the vehicle’s motion on the ground along the
planned trajectory. Features might be too small, get occluded
or leave the sensor’s field of view during the approach. On
the contrary, an actuated sensor allows to control the sensor
orientation independently of the vehicle’s motions. This way
the alignment of the sensor scan plane and thus the set of
visible object features can be optimized by feature planning.
Sensor actuation can be performed by a dedicated actuator
(e.g. tilt actuator) or even by utilizing the level control system
of vehicles. Feature planning can be implemented by rating,
comparing and optimizing sets of visible features for different
possible sensor orientations. This requires feature prediction
for any 6-DOF sensor pose relative to the target object. Our
approach is based on a 3D object model which is intersected
by a virtual sensor plane in order to extract potential features.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Precise navigation relative to single or multiple target objects is a basic task during vehicle operation, e.g. while docking at ramps, maneuvering into parking positions, coupling
trailers or underriding swap bodies. In [1] we have introduced
a general approach of laser scanner-based navigation that
aims at automating these procedures. It is based on 2D laser
range scanners, which provide an unmatched combination of
measurement precision, fast data acquisition, robustness to
varying environmental conditions and reasonable hardware
costs. Fig. 1 shows our test vehicle (Mercedes-Benz Actros)
with a rear, fix mounted SICK LMS200 laser scanner and 180 °
field of view. We successfully demonstrated the capabilities
of our system by implementing an assistance system for
swap body interchange [1]. It works very reliable and with
impressive precision for distances up to 30 m, speeds up to
1 m/s and approach angles up to 100 °. In [2] we further investigated object-related navigation of vehicles with strong nonholonomic constraints, e.g. truck-trailer combinations. Our
motion planning algorithms generate feasible trajectories for
both, maneuvering within limited space and long distance
approaches. In this paper we describe precise and robust
localization from even longer range and on uneven ground.
The performance of any object tracking algorithm mainly
depends on the set of visible features. Current laser scanners

Fig. 1: Test vehicle with rear 2D laser range scanner approaching a target object on a planned trajectory.
Feature planning for visual servoing tasks is an open research field [3]. This applies to (indoor) industrial robotics
and even more to outdoor vehicle navigation with much more
complex environmental conditions. [4] and [5] present feature
planning approaches for camera-based indoor visual servoing.
In [6] 3D model based feature prediction is performed for a
3D laser range sensor, but only depth values are predicted and
the relocalization algorithm is mainly based on lines extracted
from an additional video camera. In this paper we apply

feature planning to outdoor laser scanner-based visual servoing. Our approach utilizes results from localization, object
modelling and robotic motion planning methods as described
in the following sections.
II. S YSTEM

ARCHITECTURE

The basic idea of the laser scanner-based navigation system
is to guide a vehicle relative to a target object using laser range
data. The navigation process starts with scene analysis, target
selection and motion planning followed by online feature
planning, object tracking and motion control. Fig. 2 shows the
eplacementsarchitecture of the navigation system. The overall architecture
has been described in [1] in detail. Newly added is the feature
planning module. Input values are the type of the target object
detected by the scene analysis, the trajectory of the vehicle
calculated by the motion planning module and an estimation of
the last known or the predicted current vehicle pose provided
by the object tracking module. Output values are the predicted
set of features to be tracked by the object tracking and an
optimized pose for the actuated sensor, if present.
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Fig. 2: Laser scanner-based navigation system architecture.

Fig. 3 depicts the inner architecture of the feature planning
module subdivided into Feature Prediction and Sensor Pose
Optimization, both of which consist of two submodules respectively. The 3D object model provides an abstract representation
eplacementsof the current target object. Given a specific sensor pose, the
feature extraction calculates the intersection between the 2D
sensor plane and the 3D object model and extracts all relevant
features (see section IV). Sensor pose optimization starts with
the evaluation of these features by the feature rating module
(see section VI). The resulting rated feature vector is passed
to the sensor pose planning module, which optimizes the set
of visible features by adjusting the sensor orientation based
on the current vehicle pose and its pre-planned trajectory.
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Fig. 3: Architecture of the feature planning module.

The system has been designed to support different use
cases. It can be used for online feature prediction, i.e. during
the approach the set of detectable features is continuously
predicted from the current sensor pose. These features are
used for adaptive object tracking (see section V). Performing
offline feature planning determines optimized features for a
complete approach in advance. It uses the pre-planned motion
trajectory to determine the most favorable sensor orientation or
to plan points along the trajectory to change the alignment of
the sensor plane. Finally the system enables dynamic feature
planning, where the sensor orientation is actively re-adjusted
to optimize the set of visible features.
III. F EATURES
We first examine the problem, which features are actually relevant to identifying and relocating objects within 2D
laser scans. Basic features extractable from range images are
discussed in [7]. This includes jump edges, lines and line
intersections, all of which have been used (separately) in
SLAM applications [8] indoor and outdoor. Furthermore the
concept of free space is known from various collision avoidance systems, e.g. [9]. For long range outdoor relocalization
usually only few features of an object are visible. Therefore
in our approach all of above features are taken into account.
Following we briefly summarize their individual properties.
A. Jump Edges
An elemental feature within laser scans are discontinuities
of the depth measurements. These are commonly called jump
edges and typically mark the borders of object faces. They
are visible to the sensor as long as the originating faces
are detected. A single jump edge is described by the tuple
J = (x, y, depth) composed of its position (x, y) and its
minimum depth. It does not yield any information on the
object’s orientation – but one can use pairs of jump edges for
that [1]. To extract jump edges from a laser scan the difference
of adjacent depth readings is compared to a threshold.
B. Line Segments
Another basic feature are line segments. They result from
the pointwise scanning of planar surfaces (e.g. walls) by
the laser sensor [10]. A line segment is characterized by
the tuple L = (xs , ys , xe , ye ) describing it’s starting and end
point within the 2D scan plane. From these coordinates the
orientation φL and length lL of the line segment can be
calculated. Various algorithms have been developed for line
segment extraction – see [11] for a comparison. We use an
enhanced variant of the PSA algorithm [12] that detects lines
with at least 4 scan points. It allows small gaps to be more
robust regarding singular measurement errors.
C. Line Intersections
A rather complex feature in 2D laser scans are intersections
of line segments [13]. They result from spatial intersections
of object faces. A line intersection is represented by the tuple
S = (xs , ys , φs , lA , lB ). It describes the intersection location

(xs , ys ), the intersection angle φs and the distances lA and lB
to the intersecting line segments. If both lA and lB are zero,
we call that intersection real. Otherwise it is called virtual.
Feature extraction is done by intersecting all possible pairs of
extracted line segments. Setting thresholds for φs , lA and lB
limits the number of results.
D. Free Space
Any area scanned by the laser sensor without detecting any
object is called free space. It is described by a set of vertices
forming a closed polygon F = {(x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), . . . }. By
definition there must not be any scan data within the polygon
area. Free space is mainly used by obstacle avoidance applications [9]. Nevertheless it is a very useful additional feature
for object recognition - especially when tracking objects with
a sparse set of features only [1]. Free space requirements
significantly reduce the number of candidates during object
classification. It does not improve the estimation of the object
pose though - therefore we call it an indirect feature.
IV. F EATURE P REDICTION
Our approach to feature prediction is to have an abstract
representation of both target object and laser scanner. Given
a 6-DOF pose for both sensor and target we predict all types
of features discussed in the previous section by simulating the
sensor measuring the target.
A. 3D Object Model
The model of the target object needs to be an efficient and
flexible representation of the target’s appearance. Model-based
object representations are known from computer graphics and
CAD [14]. For our application we use a 3D object model
consisting of closed polygons. All polygons are directed,
differentiating between front and back side. The direction is
specified by the order of the vertices (mathematically positive).
Three polygon categories are distinguished within the model:
Object polygons approximate the physical surface of the target
object. They can be additionally attributed by color, reflectivity
and texture. Free space polygons define free space volumes that are regions of the object space that are definitely free
of any object parts. Free space polygons are transparent, i.e.

Fig. 4: A box swap body and its 3D object model with object
(blue), masking (red) and free space (green) polygons.

Fig. 5: Actuated sensor and 3D scan of a box swap body
acquired by it. Scan data classified as ground is shown yellow.
object polygons located behind them are still visible. Finally,
mask polygons enclose areas of the target object that should be
explicitly ignored for feature prediction and object relocation.
Any feature located within such a masking volume is not
matched. This allows to define object models for whole classes
of objects by hiding individual variations within masking
volumes. Fig. 4 shows an example for a target object and its
appropriate object model. The object is a box swap body. An
European Norm [15] defines the location and size of the box,
the guide rails and the support legs. These parts are modelled
using object polygons (colored blue in Fig. 4). Additionally,
non-standardized parts are masked-out with a masking volume
(red) and a free space volume (green) is added in-between the
support legs, where the vehicle docks in. The resulting model
matches any type C745 box swap body.
The type of the target object is determined during scene
analysis (usually 2D [1]) and target selection. In this paper we
assume the availability of a corresponding 3D object model.
Due to its polygonal structure it may be easily imported from
existing CAD data. Masking and free space volumes usually
have to be added manually though. Alternatively object and
free space polygons may be reconstructed or even learned from
3D laser scan data [16]. This can be done during a 3D scene
analysis while the vehicle is stopped. Fig. 5 shows an example
recorded using a tilting scanner mounted at the vehicle’s rear.
B. Feature Extraction
The system is able to extract all feature types described
in section III from the 3D object model for any arbitrary 6DOF sensor pose. This is much more generalized compared to
model-based indoor localization algorithms proposed in [13]
and [17] that use a floor parallel sensor plane and extract line
segments only. Our algorithm performs two major steps: In a
first step the 3D object model is intersected with the 2D sensor
plane and all (theoretically) visible features are computed.
In a second step we apply a sensor model to determine all
detectable features. This depends on both depth and angular
resolution of the laser scanner as well as on the distance of
the sensor to the target and the sensor’s field of view.
In order to determine all visible features we assume an ideal
laser scanner with a 360 ° field of view and an unlimited
measurement resolution. First of all the object model is
transformed into the sensor’s local coordinate system and all

(a) Calculation of visible features by intersecting the 3D object model with
the 2D scan plane (yellow).

(b) Extracted features: jump edges (red), object line segments (blue) and
free space (green). Intersections are not shown for better clarity.

Fig. 6: Model based feature prediction. One can easily recognize line segments from the support legs, the box and free space.
non-transparent polygons directed away from the sensor are
removed (back-face culling). Then all polygons that intersect
the sensor plane are determined by checking each polygon
edge. For each intersecting polygon the visible line segments
within the scanner plane are extracted. At the end points of
each line segment potential jump edges and their minimal
depths are determined. Jump edges have either a known depth
(in case of a transition between two model polygons) or an
unknown depth (in case of an object-background transition).
Finally line intersections are computed for all pairs of line
segments. The resulting feature vector f ∈ F describes all
visible features and their spatial relation.
Fig. 6 shows an example of the feature extraction. The sensor is located near the front of the target object with the sensor
plane tilted upwards (see Fig. 6a). In Fig. 6b the extracted
features (except for line intersections) are shown. One can
easily identify the line segments and jump edges originating
from the object’s support legs and the box superstructure.
V. A DAPTIVE O BJECT T RACKING
During an approach the visibility of object features changes
significantly depending on the vehicle’s trajectory and the
sensor’s field of view. In [1] we proposed a multi-phase object
tracking algorithm to handle different sets of features. The
addition of feature prediction to our system enables to further
generalize this approach. Starting with a pose estimation of
the vehicle by a Kalman filter the set of currently visible
features is predicted using the 3D object model. This feature
set is then used to localize the target object within the current
laser scan (matching) and to calculate the current vehicle
pose. If the measured pose differs significantly from the
originally estimated pose, the procedure of feature prediction
and matching is repeated iteratively in order to optimize the
feature set used. Finally the Kalman filter is updated. With this
adaptive object tracking algorithm the target object is tracked
using an optimized set of features all the time.
The set of visible features depends on the alignment of
the scan plane too. This can be problematic if the alignment
is not known, e.g. when moving on uneven ground. Using
a multilayer sensor, it is possible to compensate for pitch

motions of the vehicle. Assuming three scan planes object
tracking is normally performed using the middle plane. If
tracked features are found within the lower or upper plane
instead, the change of the sensor tilt angle can be estimated.
This is either used to update the feature prediction or to readjust the tilt angle of the sensor actuator, if installed.
VI. F EATURE P LANNING
The basic idea of feature planning is to optimize the alignment of the sensor plane for a given sensor position. Using
feature prediction we can estimate the detectable features for
any arbitrary sensor pose. First of all we define a feature rating
function in order to be able to compare the features of different
sensor plane alignments to each other. This function then can
be used for the sensor pose planning algorithm.
A. Feature Rating
The feature rating function r : F 7→ R+ maps a feature
vector f ∈ F to a numerical non-negative rating value g ∈ R+ :
g = r(f )

(1)

g defines a relative rating with no upper limit. The higher
the score the better the examined set of features. In [18]
local image features are characterized and [4] defines a set
feature fitness measures for camera-based visual servoing. In
the following we describe a rating system that is applicable to
all laser scanner-based features types described in section III.
We define the rating function r(f ) to be a weighted sum of
the feature visibility v(f ) and the feature quality q(f ):
r(f ) = wv · v(f ) + wq · q(f )

(2)

v(f ) describes how well a feature is seen by the laser sensor.
It is further composed of rating functions for the detectability t(f ) and the stability s(f ) of a feature vector f :
v(f ) = wt · t(f ) + ws · s(f )

(3)

The detectability indicates how well the features can be
extracted from laser scan data. This mainly depends on the
angular resolution of the sensor and its distance to the target
object. For outdoor vehicle navigation this is very important
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Fig. 7: Comparison of object relocation using different object features extracted from real scan data. The thick curves show
the mean value of measurements from four independent approaches. Thin lines show a smooth spline interpolation.
since object tracking often has to be performed for ranges
above 30 m. The stability rating s(f ) estimates how robust a
feature vector is to variations of the assumed sensor pose due
to ground unevenness or relocation errors.
The quality rating function q(f ) describes the usefulness
of a feature or feature vector for estimating the vehicle pose.
It is further differentiated into distinctiveness d(f ), position
accuracy p(f ) and orientation accuracy o(f ):
q(f ) = wd · d(f ) + wp · p(f ) + wo · o(f )

(4)

d(f ) estimates how well the target object is identifiable using
the predicted feature vector. For example a single jump edge
has a low distinctiveness, two long lines with a free space area
in-between on the other hand have a high distinctiveness. p(f )
and o(f ) measure the contribution of each feature to a precise
relocalization (see section VII for experimental results).
The evaluation of the rating functions inevitably depends on
sensor properties and the respective feature type. A detailed
description of the rating functions for each feature type will
be part of a future publication. The choice of the weighting
coefficients wi depends on the requirements of the respective
application. For example, precise docking demands high feature quality while fast driving emphasizes feature stability. The
coefficients may also be dynamically adjusted. For example,
object docking might require good visibility while far away
from the target and high quality close to it.
B. Sensor Pose Planning
Based on the rating function for comparing different sensor
poses, we are able to define a cost function. Such a function
enables the application of well known planning algorithms
[19] to the feature planning problem. We utilize our multidimensional, grid-based planning system which is used for
vehicle motion planning as described in [2]. The dimension
of planning space depends on the degrees of freedom of the
sensor or actuator. The simplest case is to plan along the
vehicle’s motion trajectory with a single vertical joint actuator.
This one-dimensional planning can be performed very fast.
The planning cost function needs to optimize the sensor pose
by maximizing the feature rating while minimizing sensor

actuation since sensor movement requires time too. This is
done by adding costs for every sensor motion.
VII. R ESULTS
In order to further examine the properties of the features
introduced in section III, we have performed a series of
experiments using a box type swap body (see Fig. 4) and a
fixed mounted single plane SICK LMS200 laser scanner. We
set up three different configurations of our generic tracking
algorithm – each based on one basic feature type. The first
set-up tracks the pattern of four jump edges originating from
the front pair of support legs of the swap body. This is the
same set of features used in the first phase of the tracking
algorithm described in [1]. Each leg has a width of 10 cm and
is visible up to 30 m at max. The second set-up tracks the front
face of the swap body box by extracting the corresponding
line segment from the laser scan. The box has a width of
2.60 m and is visible for up to 80 m, if the scan plane is
aligned favorably. The third set-up calculates the intersection
of the line segments originating from the front and one side
of the swap trailer box. For the latter two configurations the
sensor has been tilted upwards by 4.5 °. Additional free space
definitions have been used for all three set-ups to identify the
target object unambiguously.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the data obtained for each
feature set for the range from 8 m to 35 m. We measured
the pose (x, y, φ) of the target object within the right-handed
sensor coordinate system with the x-axis pointing along the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle. Since no reference measurement system has been available we cannot compare the pose
measurements of the three set-ups directly. Instead we use
the standard deviation of the pose estimation for a relative
comparison. It gives an indication of the stability and quality
of this estimation. For each coordinate of the object pose and
each feature set the standard deviation has been calculated
from unfiltered data of four independent approaches using a
moving mean with a temporal window size of ±1 s. We have
used odometry data to compensate for the vehicle ego-motion
within this window. Note that each diagram uses different
scales since we want to compare the features to each other.

Furthermore, some peaks in this measurements are systematic
errors caused by uneven ground and changing reflectivity of
the target surface.
The results show in general that the deviation in x is much
better than that in y. That is typical since current laser scanners
have a better depth resolution compared to their angular
resolution. Regarding the x-component, line-based features
perform slightly better than jump edges (Fig. 7a), because
they use more scan points averaging sensor noise. This is
much more significant for the estimation of the orientation
φ though (Fig. 7c). The y-measurements of line segments and
jump edges are limited by the angular resolution of the scanner
– their y-deviation increases with the distance (Fig. 7b). Line
intersections provide nearly constant y-deviation since their
location mainly depends on the φ-estimation of the intersecting
lines. In [1] we have determined the absolute precision of
the jump edge-based pose estimation to be ±1 cm and ±0.2 °
during dock-in of the vehicle into the target swap body
(measured manually). The results in Fig. 7 imply that line
segments and line intersections perform even better. Together
with the considerations in section III this leads to the following
appraisal: Jump edges are easily identified and found on nearly
every object. They are the basic feature for object relocation.
Long line segments are detectable even at long ranges and
provide a better φ-estimation. They are not always available
though. Line intersections provide the best pose estimation
but require two suitable line segments. Detection of small
objects from long ranges is difficult due to the limited angular
resolution of the laser scanner and insufficient reflectivity
of the target’s surface area. This can be improved using a
next-generation multilayer laser scanner with variable angular
resolution and extended range [20].
Regarding our application example, tracking a box swap
body, the results imply that it would be best to track the box
front as long as possible for high precision and stability and
switch to the support legs at close range and while docking,
where the box leaves the field of view of the sensor. This could
be done to certain extend even without sensor actuation by
using a multilayer laser scanner with a ground-parallel plane
tracking the support legs and at least one more plane tilted
towards the box superstructure.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper extends our outdoor laser scanner-based navigation system in two ways: First, adding dynamic feature
prediction and adaptive model-based object tracking generalizes object recognition. Second, the introduction of dynamic
feature planning and actuated sensor control further improves
the range, precision and robustness of the system. The feature
rating system enables online optimization of feature set and
sensor pose using planning algorithms. A 3D attributed polygonal object model is used to determine the set of detectable
features for any arbitrary 6-DOF sensor pose. The addition
of free space and masking volume definitions increases the
general usability of this representation significantly. The system has been designed to meet practical requirements of

autonomous or semi-autonomous outdoor vehicle navigation,
including varying environmental conditions and ground unevenness. The developed algorithms are applicable to known
and announced future laser scanners with a single or with
multiple scan planes. Future work includes further practical
experiments with an actuated laser scanner as well as with a
multilayer sensor on more uneven ground.
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